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With a femtosecond laser pulse we rapidly ionize potassium atoms �K0� in the gas phase, generating
potassium ions �K+�, and monitor the altered energy-level scheme with a subsequent hard x-ray pulse. Removal
of the potassium 4s valence electron increases the binding energies of both the valence and the 1s core levels,
and induces an ultrafast change of the 1s-4p x-ray transition energy by about 2.8 eV. We simultaneously
observe a 50% increase in oscillator strength of K+ over K0 for that transition.
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Electrons in atoms and molecules are correlated, making
the binding energy of an individual electron a function of its
entire atomic environment. A change to this environment,
such as the application of an external field or the removal of
even a weakly bound valence electron, affects the entire sys-
tem, including the deeply bound core levels.

This makes the energy levels within a single atom sensi-
tive to the configuration, or simply the presence, of other
electrons within the atom. Since the wave function of va-
lence electrons partly extends deep into the ion core, their
charge screening can even affect inner-shell electrons: Cu-
baynes et al. �1� has shown that the binding energy of 2p
�L-shell� electrons in sodium changes by 2 eV, or about 5%,
when the single 3s valence electron is excited to the 3p level.
The influence of a valence electron extends even to the K
shell: Comparison of measurements in carbon ions from
Refs. �2,3� shows that the energy of transitions involving the
K shell �1s-2p transition in C� differs by several electron
volts for differently charged ions.

While these effects have been known for a long time theo-
retically �4�, their experimental observation has been ham-
pered due to several experimental limitations. Some informa-
tion is available about the valence transition energies for ions
�including some high charge states� �5,6�, but extremely little
is known for their deeper bound shells. The difficulties asso-
ciated with dealing with potassium including its adverse con-
tamination effects on ion and electron detectors �7� have lim-
ited the number of inner-shell photoionization potassium
studies reported in the literature. The amount of data on po-
tassium ions �K+� is even more limited. The only study of
inner-shell photoionization of singly charged potassium ions
was an absorption measurement done in a crystal matrix by
Gomilšek et al. �8�. However, because the proximity of other
ions in the matrix induces chemical shifts, this study does not
provide any results on K-shell x-ray transitions or oscillator
strengths close to the K edge for the potassium ion, but in-
stead focuses on two-electron transitions during K-shell
photoionization.

In a previous study �9� we showed that the 4s valence
electron of potassium plays a major role in the relaxation of
a K-shell hole created by an x-ray pulse. In this work we use
a femtosecond laser pulse to drive the 4s electron into a

continuum state, and use hard x-ray pulses from a synchro-
tron to probe the photoinduced changes to the K-shell elec-
trons. These changes occur on an extremely short time scale
�much shorter than the 100-fs pulse width of our driving
laser pulse�, since inner-shell dynamics are typically fast
enough �10� to follow valence configuration changes adia-
batically. We present the first measurement of K-shell x-ray-
absorption spectra of ionic potassium in the gas phase.

This experiment was performed at beamline 5.3.1 of the
Advanced Light Source �ALS� at the Lawrence Berkeley Na-
tional Laboratory. Hard x rays from a bending magnet pass
through a Ge�111� double crystal monochromator with ap-
proximately 1:3000 energy resolution around 3.6 keV. The
focal spot of the x-ray beam has a size of approximately
150�200 �m and is placed at the interaction region in the
center of a vacuum chamber with less than 4�10−7 mbar
background pressure.

The x rays initially pass through a 2-mm-diameter hole
drilled at an angle of 45° through the center of a dielectric
laser mirror positioned 45 cm upstream of the interaction
region �Fig. 1�. The larger, converging laser beam is reflected
off the mirror, enters the interaction region in a collinear
geometry, and comes to a focus about 3 cm downstream of
the interaction region. The amplified Ti:Al2O3 laser system
produces 800-nm, 1.6-mJ, 120-fs pulses at 1-kHz repetition
rate, and is phase locked �11� to the frequency of the ALS

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup with time-of-flight
�TOF� tube. The permanent magnet and the coil provide the
magnetic-field gradient that turns and guides electrons from the
interaction region towards the detector. The interaction region with
the potassium is enclosed except for the photon and electron access
holes.
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storage ring �500 MHz�, producing laser pulses synchronized
to the x-ray pulse train with variable time delay �accurate to
about 1 ps�. The laser beam is focused approximately 3 cm
downstream in order to match x-ray and laser beam sizes at
the interaction region.

The interaction region marks the source of a magnetic
bottle time-of-flight �TOF� spectrometer for detection of en-
ergetic Auger electrons produced in the potassium vapor. Al-
though our setup incorporates permanent magnets �12,13�,
the principle of operation of the spectrometer is similar to the
one described in Ref. �14�.

The magnetic bottle design enhances the collection effi-
ciency of the isotropically emitted Auger electrons by several
orders of magnitude, by guiding them towards the detector
microchannel plate �MCP� detector at the end of the tube
�Fig. 1� while minimizing differences in time-of-flight for
electrons emitted into different directions. Electrons emitted
from the interaction region �3-kG field� are turned adiabati-
cally by the strong magnetic gradient towards the TOF tube,
where the 100-G magnetic field produced by the coil guides
them towards the MCP. The front side of the MCP is biased
to −400 V to reject low energy electrons, and only potassium
K-LL Auger electrons, and primary photoelectrons ejected
from the L and M shells, are energetic enough to reach the
front of the MCP to be detected.

The TOF spectrometer has a temporal resolution of about
2 ns for electrons with 3-keV kinetic energy. An effusive
oven just below the beams, operated at a temperature near
240 °C, emits gas phase potassium atoms, producing about
1011 atoms/cm3 at the interaction region. To minimize con-
tamination of the vacuum chamber by potassium, the oven is
surrounded by a cooled copper enclosure with small access
holes for the beams and the Auger electrons.

X-ray-absorption spectra are recorded by scanning the
x-ray energies and recording the K-LL Auger electron yield
at 2-kHz repetition rate, while the laser excites the gas at
1 kHz. This data acquisition strategy has been employed be-
fore in time-resolved XAFS measurements �15�.

The 1s-4p transition in atomic K0 is accessed near
3607.9 eV with a width of 0.74 eV �8�, corresponding to a
core-hole lifetime of about 1 fs. The resulting 1s core hole is
primarily filled by 2p electrons through an Auger process.
Our experimental setup rejects all low-energy electrons, and
the K-LL Auger electrons dominate the measured count rate.
Photoelectrons produced by direct ionization from the L and
M shells only contribute to a flat background, since the cross
section for their production does not change appreciably in
the x-ray energy range near 3600 eV.

The gray points in Fig. 2 show the static x-ray absorption
spectrum �XAS� of atomic potassium. The observed absorp-
tion bands reproduce the features of a conventional XAS
measurement �8� and those obtained in total ion production
rate studies �9�. The 1s-4p transition at 3607.9 eV is the
most dominant feature. Its observed width of about 2.2 eV
represents a convolution between the natural linewidth �8�
and the x-ray monochromator bandwidth. Higher-lying
1s-np Rydberg transitions exhibit similar widths, and thus
merge into a broad continuum at higher energies due to their
closer spacing. Above the ionization potential �IP� of atomic
K0 �IP=3611 eV�, Auger electrons are produced after 1s ex-

citations to the continuum, and after multielectron excita-
tions �e.g., transitions to the �1s4s�−14p5s state� which ap-
pear as overlapping broad bands in the continuum region �8�.

Figure 2 also shows the XAS 2 ns after interaction with
the laser pulse. The spectrum, originating from a superposi-
tion of atomic and singly ionized potassium, displays a
prominent new absorption peak 2.8 eV above the atomic
1s-4p resonance, originating from the blueshifted 1s-4p tran-
sition in K+. To obtain the XAS of K+, we subtract a fraction
f of the atomic XAS from the observed mixed spectrum, and
adjust f such that the atomic 4p resonance completely disap-
pears. Figure 3 shows the resulting spectrum obtained for
f =38%, corresponding to the bare potassium ion K+ spec-
trum.

FIG. 2. Energetic electron production as a function of x-ray
photon energy, for potassium atoms �gray� and for an atom-ion mix
�black� produced by a laser pulse crossing the sample region several
ns before the x-ray probe. The solid lines are three-point smoothed
data. Indicated on top are the positions of the K-shell resonances for
the potassium atom,�8� with T and S marking the triplet and singlet
4p resonance positions, and square brackets denoting a 1s4s double
core hole.

FIG. 3. X-ray absorption of atomic �K0� and ionic �K+� potas-
sium in the gas phase as a function of x-ray photon energy, mea-
sured via K-LL Auger electron yield. The solid lines are three-point
smoothed data. Indicated on top are the energies of valence transi-
tion levels for a Ca+ ion, shifted to align the Ca+ 4p level with the
K+ 4p presonance.
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This result is the first measurement of the 1s-4p transition
energy for K+ in the gas phase. The blueshift of the 1s-4p
transition is due to the missing 4s valence electron, which
reduces the electronic screening of both the 1s and 4p orbit-
als, though by different amounts.

Although only the relative shift between the levels is im-
mediately visible, it is nevertheless possible to extract the
individual shifts in binding energy through comparison with
the quasi-isoelectronic Ca+ ion: A core electron in the K+

potassium ion that is promoted to a 4p or higher np level
initially sees a doubly charged core with a filled n=3 shell; a
similar environment is seen by the single valence electron in
a Ca+ calcium ion when it is excited to higher levels. The
energy spacings between 1s-np resonances in K+ therefore
closely approximate the spacings between 4s-np transitions
in Ca+, with increasing agreement for higher n where the
quantum defect becomes negligible.

Figure 3 shows the energy levels of Ca+, shifted so the 4p
level matches the 4p peak of K+. The K+ peak seen at
3615 eV matches in position with the Ca+ 5p level, and can
therefore be attributed to the K+ 1s-5p transition. The anal-
ogy is further illustrated in Fig. 4, showing the energy posi-
tions for the 1s core transitions in neutral K0 and ionic K+,
and for the 4s valence transitions in Ca+ ions. This corre-
spondence allows us to determine the individual 1s core and
valence level shifts directly from experimental data. Com-
parison of K+ and Ca+ levels indicates that the K-shell ion-
ization edge of K+ is located at about 3619.4 eV, meaning
that the 1s electron binding energy is increased by 7.7 eV
over the atom. This size of the 1s shift, determined from our
experimental measurements, agrees with a theoretically pre-
dicted value of about 7.25 eV, obtained from self-consistent
field calculations �16�. The K+ 4p electron is therefore bound
by about 8.7 eV, which is a 4.9 eV increase over the atom.
The resulting 2.8 eV increase for the 1s-4p transition agrees
reasonably well with a theoretical estimate of about 2.6 eV
�17�.

Interestingly, we also observe a significant change in os-
cillator strength for the 1s-4p transition when going from K0

to K+. Figure 3 shows that the 4p peak intensity in the po-
tassium ion spectrum is about 50% �±10% � larger than for
the neutral atom. This has been attributed to the high sensi-
tivity to charge screening. Theoretical studies indicate that
the oscillator strength varies approximately as the fifth power
of the ratio of effective nuclear charges seen by the electron
in the final and initial states of the transition �18�. Hence
even a small change in core charge screening can cause a
large change in cross section.

Because of the time scales involved for the core hole de-
cay, it is expected that the core and valence levels shift their
energetic eigenvalues on a subfemtosecond time scale fol-
lowing removal of a valence electron, thus much faster than
the pulse width of the exciting laser. We may also expect that
core and valence electrons adjust to their new equilibrium
energies on different time scales, which opens up interesting
experimental future possibilities with attosecond pulsed laser
and x-ray sources. In this work, we are limited by the pulse
width of the x rays. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we
scan the time delay between laser and x-ray pulses while
monitoring the Auger electron yield at 3611 eV, correspond-
ing to the ionic K+ 1s-4p transition. When the laser precedes
or overlaps the x-ray pulse, the laser effectively induces a
70% increase in cross section at this x-ray energy. The ob-
served step function corresponds to a pulse width of 68 ps
�±20 ps�, reflecting the �full width half maximum� pulse
length of the x rays produced by the ALS.

This work exploits time-resolved x-ray-absorption spec-
troscopy �detecting K-LL Auger electrons� to observe singly
ionized K+ in the gas phase, and to directly study the energy-
level shifts between K0 and K+. We show that an ultrashort
laser pulse can induce a fast modification of the cross sec-
tions and energies of core electron transitions. We demon-
strate that the 1s core-level binding energy increases by
7.9 eV upon removal of the 4s valence electron, while the 4p
level shifts by only 4.8 eV, resulting in the observed 2.8 eV
blueshift for the 1s-4p transition. In addition, we find that the
oscillator strength of the transition is enhanced by 50% in K+

due to the reduced core-hole screening from the removed 4s
electron.

FIG. 4. Energy levels of the potassium atom, and of the singly
charged potassium and calcium ions. The left column shows the
relative energy levels for 1s-np excitation of the K atom �8,9�. The
center column shows the equivalent observed energy levels for the
singly charged K ion. The right column shows the 4s-np excitation
levels of the singly charged calcium ion �5,6�, shifted in energy to
match the 4p level of K+.

FIG. 5. Change in electron production in potassium after inter-
action with an ionizing laser pulse and x-ray photons of 3611-eV
energy, as a function of laser delay. The solid line is an arctangent
fit to the data, with width 68 ps �±20 ps�.
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Our measurement is generally limited by the x-ray pulse
width of about 70 ps; with the availability of ultrafast x rays,
the temporal measurement could be significantly improved.
Alternatively, using a laser to drive reversible changes in the
valence electron structure, such as bound-bound transitions
in potassium �e.g., 4s-5p�, would allow probing the induced
inner-shell level shifts in the time domain. Alternatively, we
are exploring the possibility to include the measurement of
the Auger electron energies. Since these electrons are ejected
on a subfemtosecond time scale, by analyzing the photoelec-
tron energies in the atom and ion of Auger electrons from
different shells �which are emitted at slightly different times�
we can already gain insight to the time scale of dynamic

energetic shifts. This add-on would propel studies into the
attosecond time domain, and provide deeper insight into ba-
sic atomic physical processes.
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